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Abstract 
Differential geometric and algebraic ideas are exposed and transposed into algorithms to detect 
and classify degenerate behaviors appearing in first order ordinary differential equations. Differ- 
ential geometry is considered for a local analysis. It indeed gives insight on the behavior of 
the solutions at singular points. A sequence of algebraic operations will be put forth to split 
the locus of singular points according to their properties. When part of the locus of singular 
points turns out to be a singular solution, the set of solutions splits and shall be considered from 
a global standpoint. To this aim, differential algebra allows to define rigorously the general and 
particular solutions. Investigating further leads to an original algorithm to compute a differential 
basis of the general solution. This basis give means to determine which singular solutions are 
particular solutions. 
Keywords: Singularities of ordinary differential equations; Singular solutions; Particular 
solutions; General solution; Differential algebra 
1. Introduction 
Consider an implicit ordinary differential of first order 
P(X? Y, Y’) = 0, (1) 
where p is a polynomial over a field of characteristic zero. In what follows we will 
rewrite this equation as p(x, yo, yl ) = 0. 
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At a point (x, ~0, yl ) where cYp/c3y, # 0, the differential equation is locally equivalent 
to an explicit ordinary differential equation yt =g(x, VO), where g is smooth. In this 
paper, singular points will refer to the points where the Cauchy theorem of existence 
and uniqueness cannot be applied. They therefore satisfy: 
dP 
P(X,YO,YI)=~ and P~,(x,Yo,YI)=-_(x,Yo,YI)=~. 
aYI 
Each of these points is a candidate for being a singularity of the solutions. 
When p is linear in yo and yl, algorithms have been developed (see [20]) to compute 
asymptotic expansions of the solutions in the neighborhood of singular points. In the 
non-linear case, algorithms to give insight on the behavior of solutions at singular 
points suffer gaps. 
Furthermore, when the differential equation is linear, the set of solutions has the 
structure of an affine vector space. In the non-linear case, the structure of the solutions 
is not as clear. There might be several types of solutions. We may first distinguish the 
singular solutions, that are made of singular points. As for the general solution, it has 
not really gained any rigorous definition in classical treatises. 
In Section 3, we shall give to algebraic differential equations a global approach. This 
aims at giving some insight on the structure of the solutions set: each type of solution 
is defined by a prime d@erential ideal. In this context we can give a rigorous definition 
of the general solution which is due to J.F. Ritt. This is to be found in Section 5. 
A local approach, in Section 4, gives some insight to singular points. In Section 6, 
we give the steps of an automatic detection and classification of these points. 
Still in Section 6 we describe algorithmic characterizations of the singular solutions 
and, which is more original, of the general solution. We shall compute a generating 
set of algebraic differential equations which are satisfied by the general solution but 
not the singular solutions. This characterization will allow us to determine whether 
a singular solution is particular or not. Moreover, though from a global nature, this 
allows to restrict the locus of singular points [9]: one of the differential algebraic 
equations computed may provide a Cauchy condition for the general solution at a given 
point. 
We begin by motivating this work on the automatic detection of singular points and 
singular solution with some examples. 
2. Motivations 
Imagine a heavy bead of mass m dropped at a distance ro from another heavy bead 
of mass M that is fixed. Let +O be the initial velocity. The distance Y between the two 
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beads satisfies the energy conservation law: 
Kinetic energy + Potential energy = i rnk2 
C3Mm 
- - = Initial energy. 
Y 
If we choose YO and pa such that the initial energy is null (as if m came from infinity 
with no initial velocity), we can rewrite this equation as rk2 - c( = 0. r = 0 is the locus 
of singular points. The solutions, depending on the time m is thrown, are r(t) = $ct(c-- 
t)213. They have a cusp at the singular points (see figure). The bead m comes to the 
bead M (r = 0) with an infinite velocity taking it to infinity. 
The heavy beads The tennis ball 
If the locus of singular points turns out to be a singular solution, the generul solutions 
usually do not loose their smoothness on the singular locus. Take a tennis ball, throw 
it up in the air with initial velocity ~0. The equation of the height y of the ball is 
again given by the conservation law: 
Kinetic energy + Potential energy = im+2 + mgy = irnvi 
which we rewrite as j2 +2gy = vi. The locus of singular points j = 0, y = vi/2g forms 
a singular solution. The general solutions are concave parabolas (see figure where we 
took vi/2g = 1). The solutions are analytic even at the singular points. But note that 
when a solution meets the locus of singular points, there are infinitely many ways to 
complete it to get a continuously differentiable solution. Though we cannot expect the 
ball to stay at the height y = vi/2g and come back down after a while, from a mathe- 
matical view point alone, it is undetermined which continuously differentiable solution 
is the actual one. 
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Consider now a big bucket full of water with a tiny hole at the bottom. 
The leaky bucket Once empty it does not fill up again 
Mass conservation (descending mass = Sp_9 = spvs = mass through the hole) and 
Bernoulli’s law (iv: -t- (P/p) + pgy = iv: + (P/p)) allow us to write the equation 
of the height y of water in the bucket. It is similar to the previous equation (us is 
neglected since S is assumed to be much bigger than s): 
j12 - 2ay = 0 where CI = spy (Toricelli’s law). 
Here again there are two types of solutions that are analytic: y(f)= 0 is a singular 
solution, and the general solutions are convex parabolas y(t) = a(t - c)~. But once the 
bucket is empty (y = 0), it will not fill up again. Thus, the actual solutions follow the 
singular solution then. 
The lack of determinism due to the enveloping property of a singular solution was 
first pointed out by Poisson [ 151. He gave examples of dynamic systems modeled by 
algebraic differential equations where the general and the singular solution correspond 
to different physical situations. Conversely, we should be aware that a singular solution 
is not always an envelope of the general solution. This happens for instance when the 
singular solution satisfies all the differential algebraic equations satisfied by the general 
solution. We speak then of a particular solution (see Section 5 and Example 5.2.5). 
Consider the differential equation j2 - y3 = 0. The general solution can be given 
as y(x) = (x - c)*. Note that it cannot touch the singular solution y(x) = 0 but that 
y(x) = 0 is a sort of limiting case of the general solution when c tends toward infinity. 
We shall see that any algebraic differential equation satisfied by the general solution is 
also satisfied by y(x)=O. For this reason, y(x) =0 is called a particular solution and 
we shall say that there is only one type of solution. 
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Several quality numerical codes are now available to solve the implicit differen- 
tial equations. Nonetheless, as far as we know, we cannot expect them to detect the 
problems occurring at singular points. 
We have tried a straightforward application of one of them on the heavy beads 
problem. We can see below the solution obtained. As for the problems with a singular 
solution, the code will give accurately the general solution, but leave apart the other 
continuously differentiable solutions. 
Numerical solution for the heavy beads problem. 
Our goal is not to compete with numerical methods but rather to present an automatic 
analysis of degenerate cases. The ultimate aim would be to provide a complete range 
of possible behaviors of the solutions, among which the physicist shall choose. 
3. Algebraic interpretation of the solutions of differential equations 
Algebraic varieties are in one-to-one correspondence with radical ideals. Moreover, 
an algebraic variety can be decomposed into irreducible components, not all of the 
same dimension, which correspond to prime ideals. We introduce here some concepts 
of differential algebra which show that the set of solutions of differential equations 
can be decomposed likewise. For an exhaustive presentation of differential algebra, the 
reader is referred to [18] or [13]. 
3. I. DifSerential rings 
We consider a differential ring (A, +, . ,6). (A, +, .) is a commutative integral domain. 
6 is a derivation on A: it is an additive morphism such that 6(ab) = a 6b + b 6a for all 
elements a, b in A. 
Example 3.1.1. Any commutative ring A can be considered as a differential ring with 
a trivial derivation that maps any element of A to zero. On A[x], the ring of polynomials 
with coefficients in A, we can extend the derivation of A in such a way that 6x = 1. 
Then d(a,xn + a,_lx”-’ + ... +ao)=na,x”-’ + (n - l)a,_t~“-~ +. . . +al. 
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A difSerentia1 ideal I of (A,6) is an ideal of A that is stable under derivation: 
a E I + 6a E I. As in a commutative ring, a differential ideal I is radical if it contains 
a E A whenever it contains a”, x E N *. It is prime if ab E I+ a or b E I. 
We will use the following notations. Let G be a subset of the differential ring A. 
We define fi= {a E A such that 3a E N* a’ E CT}. Besides we will note respectively 
(o), [aI and (~1 th e ( non-differential) ideal, the differential ideal and the radical differ- 
ential ideal generated by cr. The radical (non-differential) ideal generated by o is m. 
[a] is actually the ideal generated by the elements of rr together with their derivatives 
up to any order. Furthermore {cr} = m p rovided A contains a field isomorphic to Q. 
We shall assume from now on that A contains Q. 
Proposition 3.1.2. Let (T be a subset of a d#erential ring A. For a, b E A, { rs, ab} = 
(0, a} n {a, b}. 
(A(y), k?) denotes the ring of differential polynomials with coefficients in (A,S) in 
one differential indeterminate. ’ A {y} is the polynomial ring in infinitely many inde- 
terminates A[yo, yl,y2,. .]. 5 is a derivation on A(y) which extends2 the derivation 6 
of A and satisfies 8yi = yi+i. 
Example 3.1.3. We can associate to the ordinary differential equation 
d2y 
7-Q +xyg +x2=0 
the differential polynomial p = y2 + xyoyl +x2, with coefficients in A = QP[~], 
3.2. Essential components 
In this section we shall first make the connection between a solution and a prime 
differential ideal. Then we turn our attention to any system of differential polynomi- 
als. We shall give an algebraic sense to the informal notion of types of solution we 
mentioned in the introduction. (For a detailed treatment of this the reader is invited to 
refer to [21, Chap. I] or [lo]). We shall stress that we have made the assumption that 
the ground ring A contained the field Q (or more generally a field isomorphic to it). 
Generic zero of a prime ideal. Let (B, d) be a differential over-ring of (A,6). If B 
is an integral domain, the set of differential polynomials of (A{ y}, 8) that vanish when 
substituting y by a element p of B is a prime differential ideal, Y(p). 
Conversely, consider a prime differential ideal P in (A{ y}, 8). A generic zero of P 
is an element p in an integral over-ring of A such that P(p) = P. Assume P has no 
element in A, 0 excepted. Then A{y}/P is an integral differential overing of A. The 
’ This can of course be extended to several differential indeteminates and several derivations. 
2 For this reason. we shall shorten $ in 6. 
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class of y in A{ y}/P is a generic zero of P. This proves that any prime differential 
ideal P with P n A* = 0 has a (generic) zero. 
System of differential polynomials. A system of differential algebraic equations can 
be considered as a set G of differential polynomials in some A(y). A zero of o is an 
element p in an integral differential over-ring of A such that (T c P(p). In other words, 
the differential polynomials of o vanish when substituting p to y. 3 
The set of zeros of G is equal to the set of zeros of (0) and {cr}. These ideals 
are not necessarily prime. To be able to handle the differential ideals in a differential 
polynomial ring, we would like to know about its ncetherianity. We introduce a weaker 
notion that can be lifted from the ring of coefficients. 
Example 3.2.1. Q is a field and is thus netherian. Nonetheless, [y,‘, (y02, (y2)*, . . .] E 
Q(y) is not finitely generated. But {y,‘, (yi)*, (y~)~, . .} = {yo} is. 
A differential ring (A,6) is radically naetherian if any radical differential ideal R in 
it is finitely generated: 4 there exists a finite set 0 of elements of A such that R = {a}. 
Such a set cr is a difirential basis of R. In a radically ncetherian differential ring, any 
radical differential ideal R is a finite intersection of prime differential ideals Pk: 
k=l 
Furthermore, when we get rid of the Pk containing other ones, we get a minimal 
decomposition of R that is unique. The remaining Pk are the essential components 
of R. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for (A{ y}, 8) to be radically ncetherian is that 
(A, 6) is itself radically metherian (see the differential Hilbert basis theorem [13, 111.41). 
Trivially any differential field and any ncetherian ring satisfy this property. 
We assume from now on that we have chosen a radically noetherian ground ring A. 
For computational purposes we will typically choose A = K[x] or K(x) where K is an 
algebraic extension of Q. 
Consider a set o of differential polynomials in A(y). If a differential polynomial 
vanish on all the zeros of r~ in any integral over-ring, then it belongs to {o} (theorem 
of zeros). Now, as a radical differential ideal, (0) has a unique minimal decomposition 
into essential components. This decomposition gives a complete description of the zeros 
of CJ: to each prime component we can associate at least one (generic) zero. Conversely 
a zero ~1 of o is a zero of at least one of the essential components. Such a component 
3 In the example of the leaky bucket of Section 2, the actual solutions are not such zeros since there are 
not in an integral differential domain. 
4 or equivalently (see [ 13, 0.91) 
_ every strictly increasing sequence of radical ideals, according to the inclusion, is finite. 
~ every non-empty set of radical differential ideals has a maximal element according to the inclusion 
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is included in Y(p). We say that each essential component defines a type of 
solution. 5 
In Section 5 we shall focus on one of the essential components when (T is made of 
a single polynomial: the component of the so called general solution. Let us look at 
an example already given in the introduction: 
Example 3.2.2. Consider the differential polynomial p = yt - 4ya E Q{ y} associated 
to the differential equation y/2 - 4y = 0. 
Thanks to Property 3.1.2 we can write: 
{PI = {P,~P)= CY? - ~YO,~YI(YZ - 2)) 
= {Y: -~YO,YI) n {Y: - ~YO,YZ - 21 
The decomposition in essential components of {p} is actually {p} = { yo} n { yi - 
4yo, y2 - 2). The differential equation has thus two types of solutions. The first is 
given by j(x) = 0, the second is the solution of the system 
yu-2=0, y'J_4y=O 
and thus can be given by j(x) = (X + a)2, where a is an arbitrary constant. Note that 
j cannot be obtained from j by specializing a. 
As seen in the introduction j is a singular solution. The component { yf -4~0, y2 -2) 
is the component of the general solution. 
4. Geometric approach 
In the differential geometric approach of differential equations, the derivatives of 
the dependent variables are also considered as algebraically independent variables. But 
instead of working on the ideals, it focuses on the varieties and their bundle structure. 
We do not go far in this direction, only the first order case is considered: 
= 0 or equivalently p(a yo, yl ) = 0, 
where p is a polynomial over a field K. 6 
4.1. The singular points of a difSerentia1 equation 
In the introduction we have defined the singular points as the points where we cannot 
apply the implicit function theorem to ensure the local existence and uniqueness of the 
solution. By looking at the one-jet space, we give a bit more insight to these points. 
5 In the example of the leaky bucket in Section 2 the actual solutions jump from one type of solution to 
another. 
6 Though what follows is valid for a wider class of differential equations. 
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The function giving yt for a given (x, yo) is multi-valued. Thus instead of looking 
at the (x, ys)-plane we turn our attention to the algebraic surface YP : p(x, yo, yt ) = 0 
in K3. 
To any continuously differentiable solution f :x + f(x) of (2) we can associate the 
parametric curve 
‘if : I --t K3 
x - (~~f(x)~f’(x)). 
Such a curve lives on YP and is a zero of the form dya - yldx. From this arises the 
following definition: 
Definition 4.1.1. An integral curve of p(x, yo, yl) = 0 is a regular curve y in K3 that 
lives on the surface defined by p(x, yo, yt ) = 0 and which is a zero of the one form 
dyo - YIP. 
At a point where YP is regular, its tangent space is the set of vectors 5 E K3 such 
that px dx(<) + pyO dye(5) + py, dyt(<) = 0. Likewise, we define the contact plane as 
the set of vectors 5 E K3 such that dye(r) - ytdx(5) = 0. This is the plane parallel to 
the ye axis which cuts the (x, yo) axis along a line of slope yt . The intersection of the 
tangent space and the contact plane at a regular point of YP defines the tangent to an 
integral curve through this point. 
If 7 is locally parameterized by 
y: (a,b)~R--tK~ 
t ++ c4~),YO(~),Yl(~)) 
the definition says 
$#O, p(x(t),y~(t),y~(t))=O and %=YI(~)$, vt E (a, b). 
When dx/dt # 0 we can write t as a function of x. Then ya and yt can also be seen 
as function of x. We have 
““=g+ (!!$) (c$ =yl. 
dx 
and therefore we end up with a solution of (2). 
More generally, to see the connection backward between 
tions, let the projection from YP to the (x,yo)-plane be 
7.C: YP + K2 
(x9 YO? Yl 1 ++ (4 Yo>. 
integral curves and solu- 
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Consider a point of an integral curve with tangent 5. If dx(t) # 0 7 the projection by 
rc of the integral curve will have a tangent with slope yi since the integral curve is a 
zero of dye - yidx. The projection is thus the graph of a solution of (2). 
The points where rt is not diffeomorphic are the points where either YP does not 
admit a tangent space or the tangent space is parallel to the yi-axis. They are the points 
of YP where py, vanish. They corresponds to the singular singular points mentioned in 
the introduction. 
Assume that an integral curve goes through a singular point with tangent 5. Then 
at this point P.~, = 0, p,dx + prUdyo + ~.~,dyl =0 and dye - yidx=O. This results in 
( px + yl pyO) dx( 5) = 0. If px + ye py, = 0 this means that either YP has no tangent space 
at this point (px = pyO = p>,, = 0) or that the tangent space is equal to the contact plane; 
Such a point is a contact singular point. The other singular points are regular singular 
point. Obviously at such points dx(l) = 0 and the solution generically has a cusp. 
Example 4.1.2 (Borrowed from Izumiya and Yu [ 121). Consider the equation yf - 
2xyi - yo = 0. The locus of singular points is the algebraic variety of &p, py, ) = (y1 - 
x, yo -x2) which projects into the parabola yo =x2. The locus of contact singular points 
is the variety of flp, py,, px + yl p,,) which consists only of the origin. If we sketch 
the graphs of the solutions in the (x, yo) plane we indeed see that they have a cusp on 
this parabola except at the origin. 
I 
4.2. Singular solutions 
In the introduction we have defined the singular solutions as the solutions consisting 
of singular points. Assume that f :x 4 f(x) is such a solution. As along JJ~ the tangent 
5 satisfies dx(5) = 1, 7~ consists of contact singular points. 
Conversely, assume that the locus of contact singular points is a curve. Along this 
curve we have 
Py, =o, px + YlPyo =o and P& + P&Y0 + Py, dYl = 0 
’ Which means that [ is not parallel to the (~0, yl )-plane. 
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from which follows that pJJO (dye - y1 dx) = 0. Thus, provided that YP is regular along 
the curve (which amounts to pYO # 0), we have an integral curve. It projects into a 
singular solution whenever dx does not vanish. 
5. Components of a differential polynomial 
In Example 3.2.2 a basis of the general solution has been obtained by factoring pY,, 
the separant, out of the derivated polynomial. The computation is not always as trivial. 
But the factorization generalizes with the notion of quotient ideal. 
5.1. Quotient ideals 
The definition and properties given in what follows are of course suitable to com- 
mutative algebra. The reader is referred for instance to [lo] for farther details. 
Let A be any differential ring containing Q. For a differential ideal I in A and an 
element s E A we define the saturation of I with respect to s 
which is a differential ideal containing I. For a radical differential ideal R in A and an 
element s E A we can define the quotient of R by s 
which is a radical differential ideal containing R. Note that m = fi : s. 
A generalization of the property of decomposition 3.1.2 drill be at the heart of the 
definition of the general solution: 
Proposition 5.1.1. Let CJ be a non-empty subset of A and s an element of A. Then 
(0) = {G} :S n {a,~}. 
Consider now a ring of differential polynomials A(y). Let p be an element of A{ y}, 
d its order. The separant s of p is s = ap/ayd. p can be considered as a polynomial 
in .&II,. . . , yd]. Note that in this ring (p) : s” is a radical ideal. Likewise, for x E N, 
6”~ can be considered as a polynomial in A[yo, . . . , yd+J. 
Lemma 5.1.2. Let q be an element of [p] : sm. Zf its order does not exceed d + CY, 
.for some a E N, then q E (p, 6p,. . . , 6"~) : sm. 
This lemma, which is given in [ 13, I.1 11, entitles us to lift the algebraic properties 
of (p) : sm to the differential ideal [p] : sm. For instance, as (p) : so0 is a radical ideal 
in 4~0,. . . , ydl, [PI : so3 .1s a radical differential ideal in A(y) and is therefore equal 
to {p} : s. What we shall need in the next section is: 
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Corollary 5.1.3. If (p) : s O” is a prime ideal of A[yo,. . . , yd], [p] : sM is a prime dis_ 
ferential ideal of A(y). 
The simplest case appears when p, considered as a polynomial in A[yo, . . , yd], is 
algebraically irreducible. 
5.2. The general and the singular solutions 
All the algebraic definitions of the general and singular solutions of a differential 
polynomial are due to J.F. Ritt. They were already given in [16, part II]. A presentation 
in the setting of the theory of ideals of differential polynomials can be found in [ 18, 
II. 121. 
Consider a differential polynomial p of A(y). Let d be its order and s its separant. 
The singular zeros are the common zeros of p and s and therefore of the radical 
differential ideal {p, s}. 
Definition 5.2.1. Let p be a differential polynomial of A(y), s its separant. The sin- 
gular components of p are the essential components of { p,s}. 
Assume the decomposition into essential components of {p,s} is as follows: 
Recall from Property 5.1.1 that {p} = {p} : s f’ {p, s}, where {p} : s does not contain 
s. The non-singular zeros, that is the zeros of p for which s does not vanish, are quite 
naturally part of the so-called general solution. We understand that the non-singular 
zeros must be zeros of {p} : s. 
If we assume that p, considered as a polynomial of A[y,, . . , yd], is irreducible, 
{p}:s=[p]:s O3 is a prime differential ideal (Corollary 5.1.3). It is the only essential 
component of {p} that does not contain s. 
Definition 5.2.2. Let p be an irreducible differential polynomial of A{ y}, s its separant. 
The general component of p is the only essential component of {p} that does not 
contain s. We note that 9p = {p} : s. 
Therefore the general solution is understood to be a generic zero of Y*. Thus 
{p} = FJP fl S1 n . . . n Sk is a decomposition into prime differential ideals. It is not 
necessarily minimal: 9p might be included in some of the S,. This corresponds to 
the notion of particular solutions in classical treatises (see [l l] for instance) or of 
semi-regular solutions in the language of [ 161. 
Definition 5.2.3. Let p be an irreducible differential polynomial of A{ y}, s its separant. 
The particular components of p are the singular components of p which contain gp. 
They do not appear in the minimal decomposition of {p}. 
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Example 5.2.4. Consider the differential polynomial p = yi-4xyayi + 8yi E Q(x)(y). 
The singular solutions are the zeros of {p, s} = {p, 3~: - 4xy0) = (27~0 - 4x3} n {ys}. 
There are thus two of them: J,(x) = 0 and j2(x) = $x3. 
In Section 6.2 we will present a algorithm to compute a differential basis of the 
general solution YP. 
‘s,= Iy3,Y: - hY2 +2Yl,YlY2 - 2XYl +4yo, 
2YoY2 - Y12, Y13 - 4~~0~1 + 8~;). 
As y3 E gP, the zero of YP is a polynomial of second order. We make its coefficients 
fulfill the other equations and we can write it as j(x) = a(x+a)* where a is an arbitrary 
constant. 
Each basis differential polynomial of gP is in {yo}, thus 5!JP c{yo}. Therefore {yo} 
cannot be an essential component. Meanwhile, j,(x) = 0 is a special case of a(x + a)2 
when a = 0. j, is a particular solution. 
Conversely, we cannot find any a such that $x3 equals a(x + u)~. Meanwhile we 
can easily check that y3 is not in (27~0 - 4x3}, which therefore does not contain F?~. 
(27y0 - 4x3} is an essential component of {p}: 
{p} = gP n {27yo - 4x3}. 
y: - 4xyoy1 + 8y; = 0 
On a dense set of its points, a particular solution can be approximated as close as 
one wishes by non-singular solutions (see the definition of adherence by Ritt in [ 18, 
VI.21). On the other hand, a singular solution which is not particular is an envelope 
of non-singular solutions (see [S]). 
Example 5.2.5. Consider the differential polynomial p = y: - 4yi E Q(x){y}. The sin- 
gular solution is the zero of {p, s} = {p, 2~:) = (~0). The result of the algorithm of 
Section 6.2 is 
gp = (~2 - 6~;, Y: - 4~;). 
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Therefore 59p C{ ~0). J(x) = 0 is in fact a particular solution. Note that the general 
solution can be given by 3(x) = l/(x - u)~. 
With the algorithm of Section 6.2 which computes a differential basis of the general 
component of a differential polynomial of first order, we will be in a position to 
determine whether a singular solution is particular or not. Indeed, the Rosenfeld- 
Grijbner algorithm of Boulier (see [2] or [3]) allows to test membership to a radical 
differential ideal. Therefore, if all the differential polynomials of the differential basis 
of the general component are in a singular component, the component is particular. 
6. Automatic analysis of first order differential equations 
We use algebraic methods to locate the singular points and, which is more original, 
compute the differential basis of the general component of a first order algebraic differ- 
ential equation. To be in a position to lead the computations, we take the polynomial 
p defining the differential equation p(x, yo, yl) = 0 in Q[x, yo, yi]. The major tool is 
Griibner bases of which we recall two properties (see, for instance, [l]). 
On Q[x, ~0,. ,y,,z] a term order > where z prevails satisfies the property: V’cc, 
p E N* such that c( > /?, for any monomials r and t of Q[x, ~0,. . , , y,,J, Pr > zpt. On 
the contrary x will be said to be reverse prevailing for < if for any monomials Y and 
t in Q[yo,. . . , y,,z], x”r > xpt iff Y > t or (Y = t and a > p). 
If G/=(9,,..., gs} is a Griibner basis of (sz - 1, ~1,. . . , pk) according to a term 
order where z prevails, then G = G’ n Q[x, ~0,. . . , ym] is a GrGbner basis of the elimi- 
nation ideal (sz - 1, PI,. . . , pk) n Q[x, y0,. . . , ym], which exactly is the saturation ideal 
(pI,...,pk):sm, according to the term order induced by < on Q[x, ~0,. . . , y,J. 
Moreover, if we choose an order < where x is reverse prevailing, a Grijbner basis 
of an ideal in Q[x, yo, . . , ym] is also a Grabner basis of the ideal in Q(x)[yo,. . . , y,,J 
with respect to the restriction of < to the terms in the yi. 
6.1. Singular points and solutions 
The locus of singular points C is the algebraic variety of the ideal I = (p, py, ). We 
assume that p has no factor independent of yl. Z is thus an algebraic curve. C splits 
into the locus of regular singular points, Zr, and the locus of contact singular points, 
C,: C = C, UC,. Furthermore, part of CC may consist of singular solutions, 5’. We need 
to distinguish these cases as the behavior of solutions at these points is fairly different. 
At a regular singular point ( px + yl pyO # 0) the Legendre transform * of the equation 
has no singular points (see [ 121). The solutions have there a branch point and can be 
parameterized by converging Puiseux series (see [IO]). 
* We recall that the Legendre transform is the involutive contact transformation X = yl, Y, =xyl - 
yo> Yl =x. 
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Several solutions can go smoothly through a contact singular point. To split these 
solutions we will certainly need a method involving a Newton polygon as introduced 
by Briot and Bouquet in [4] (some recent work on the topic can be found in [5]). 
A qualitative analysis of these points can also be found in [14]. 
When there exists a singular solution, computing a differential basis of the general 
component allows to restrict the set of singular points to its minimum (see [9]). 
If z(C,) is a curve not parallel to the ya axis, it might be a singular solution. 
According to Section 4, this is the case when py, does not vanish, that is when 
(p, P.~, pvO, py, ) = (1). Otherwise we need to check that it is the projection of an in- 
tegral curve. Let q be the polynomial in Q[x, yo] defining this curve. The derivated 
polynomial, 6q = qx + yt qyO, defines the tangent to the curve. If it vanishes on C, then 
q(x, yo) = 0 defines a singular solution. 
Consider the following commented sequence of algebraic operations. They can be 
performed with Griibner bases computations and are readily implemented in Maple. 9 
They allow to split the locus of singular points. 
The ideals are taken in Q[x, yo, yr] if not otherwise stated. V(Z) denotes the algebraic 
variety of the ideal I. 
Algorithm sing-sing 
Z := (P, Py, ); 
# V(Z)=C 
~,:=(p,p,,,p,+y1p,,); 
# V(Zc) = C, and 2,. = C\2’, 
nl, := Z, n Q[x, yo]; 
# V(nZ,) = $2,) the Zarisky closure of C, 
if (xZ, in Q(x)[yol)#(l) 
# if n(C,) is a curve not parallel to the yo axis 
then if (P, py,, px, pyO) = (1) 
# if pYo does not vanish on C, 
then IS := (Zc) in Q(x>[yo, ~11; 
# S=7T(C,) 
else q:= the generator of nl, in Q(x)[yo]; 
# q(x, yo) = 0 defines the curve 
q := 6q; 
# q(x,yo,y~) =0 defines the tangent to the curve 
ZS := (Z,,q) in Q(x)[Yo, ~11; 
# S = V”(Zs), which is possibly empty 
fi; 
fi; 
9 The program can be sent to you by simple request. 
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Example 6.1.1. Consider the differential equation defined by 
p = y: + 12& - 7xyoy1 +x2& 
The computations are a bit tedious to do by hand. But the above Maple program 
analyses the locus of singular points and answers: 
C, = Y(39y; + 161xyo -x4, 2808yoy, + 1088x2yo - 7x5,x3 
+ 26xyr - 252~0, -x6 + 140x3yo + 3888~;) 
c, = “y(Yl,YO) 
which is in fact a singular solution v(x) = 0. There are thus here two types of solutions. 
The singular solution defined here, and the general solution we study more carefully 
in the following section. 
6.2. The general solution 
What we undertake in this section is to compute a differential basis of the general 
component 4. The differential polynomials which will arise in the basis are of an 
higher order but often simpler to handle or to integrate. There therefore arise heuristics 
to solve the ordinary differential equation. 
We will achieve the computation by taking the problem to polynomial algebra. This 
is theoretically always possible. The decomposition into prime differential ideals of 
the radical differential ideal generated by a finite number of differential polynomials 
amounts to a similar problem in (non differential) polynomial algebra provided we con- 
sider enough derivatives of the given differential polynomials (see [ 18, Chap. V.281). 
In the special case of a first order differential polynomial, a bound for the number 
of derivations to be made was brought by Ritt [18, chap. VI.91 in the analytical case. 
Owing to the differential Lefschetz principle, due to Seidenberg [ 191, this result remains 
in abstract differential algebra. Cohn has nonetheless proved it directly in [6]. 
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Theorem 6.2.1. Let p be a first order irreducible difSerentia1 polynomial of A(y), 
where A is a field. Let s be its separant and m its degree in y’. Now, in the 
polynomial ring A[yo,. . , y,,,], let PO be the unique essential component of the ideal 
&p,6p,. , .,6”-‘ p) which does not contain s. Then 
syp ={PO}. 
This means that if the set g’, . . . , gr is a basis of the polynomial ideal PO, g’, . . . , gr is 
also a differential basis of 2$, : for any q E C!$ there exists an CI E N* such that qa is 
a linear combination of the gi and their derivatives. 
Thus, finding a differential basis of the general component amounts to computing the 
decomposition into prime ideals in polynomial algebra. This has been studied in [7]. 
But we claim that we know what PO is and that we can compute it directly. 
For a given k > 1, we shall look more carefully at the ideal &p, 6p.. . , @-’ p) in 
A[ y,, . . . , yk]. We first note that, according to Property 5.1 .l, 
JT~~...,~~-‘p)=v?p ,..., 6k-‘p):~nJTp ,..., 6k-‘p,s). 
Besides Lemma 5.1.2 implies that Z$=(p,6p ,..., ~?~-‘p):s”=?$,fIA[y~ ,..., yk] 
since 4 = [p] : sm. This ensures that (p, . . . , hk-’ p) : so0 is prime and therefore equal 
to &p,6p ,..., ~3~~‘~):s. Therefore P,=(p,6p ,..., cY-‘p):~~. 
We thus assume p is a first order irreducible differential polynomial p with coeffi- 
cients in Q[x]: ‘O p can be viewed as an irreducible polynomial in Q[x][yo, y’] = Q 
[x, yo, y’]. According to the Gaussian lemma, p remains irreducible in Q(x)[yo, y’]. 
Computing a basis of the saturation ideal PO = (p, 6p,. . . , P’-’ p) : so3 in Q(x) 
[YO> . . . , ym] can be achieved by computing first a Griibner basis of (sz - 1, p, hp.. . , 
ii”-’ p) in Q[x, ~0,. . . , ym,z] with an order where z prevails and where x is reverse 
prevailing. Eliminating the polynomials where z appears, we obtain a basis of PO. 
Proposition 6.2.2. Let p be a first order irreducible differential polynomial of Q[x] 
{y}, where A is a jeld. Let s be its separant and m its degree in y’. We can compute 
CJ’ ,..., gr a basis of (p,Sp ,..., 8”-‘p):F in the polynomial ring Q(x)[yO, . . , ym]. 
We have %~={g’,.,.,y,.}. 
Note that Q can be replaced by any computable field of characteristic zero. 
The singular component are algebraic and therefore can be determined with an alge- 
braic decomposition into prime ideals. Thus, as noted in Section 5, with the differential 
basis of the general component, we may decide whether a singular component is par- 
ticular and not. ” 
lo Had p coefficients in Q(x), we could equivalently consider the principal part of the polynomial obtained 
by multiplying p by the least common multiple of the denominators of its coefficients. 
” This could actually be read directly on the algebraic structure of the differential polynomial in virtue of 
the Low power theorem [17]. 
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Example 6.2.3. Consider the differential equation defined by p = x2yf + 2xy0yl + yi - 
4.~~~0. The locus of singular points splits as follows: 
~=~‘,=“Y(x,yo)U~(y~,yl) and Z,=8. 
There is thus one singular solution y(x) = 0. 
A differential basis of 4 will be given by a Grobner basis of (p, Sp) :P in 
Q(x)[yo, Ml. 
gp = {(p, 6p) :s”} = {2x2y2 + 3xy1 - yo - 4x2,x2y: + 2xyoy1 + y; - 4x2yo}. 
The general solution is distinguished from the singular solution by a second order 
linear differential equation. The locus of singular points is restricted to the only singular 
point x = 0, yo = 0 of this latter equation. A package like DESIR II (see the article of 
E. Pfluegel in this very issue) will allow to handle the solutions at this point. The 
singular solution is not particular and therefore is an envelope of the general solutions. 
7. Prospects 
As we have said earlier on, there is still some work to be done on the analysis of the 
solutions at the regular and contact singular points. We have nonetheless accomplished 
a certain progress on the global analysis of the solutions. We could expect to extend 
these results to higher order ordinary differential equations and even partial differential 
equations: we have stated J.F. Ritt’s definition of the general solution which is valid 
for any differential equation. Computing a basis of the general component can be done 
in quite the same way as what we have presented. What is left to determine is the 
bound for the number of derivations to be made. 
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